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There are many myths about the negative effects of early bilingualism

on the mental development of children. Some educators have cautioned

against the use of two languages in children, claiming that bilingualism

causes cognitive social and emotional damage to children. Although few

scholars today would claim that bilingualism causes cognitive damage to

children this view has been advocated in the past and can still be

occasionally witnessed in popular magazine articles. It is also the

personal experience of this writer that this belief lingers in the

American soul, if casual dinner party conversations are any indication.

This topic should be of great concern to those interested in foreign

language education and to practitioners of bilingual education as well.

Any decision about the soundness of pedagogical approaches involving two

languages should be informed by the research base on the issues of

bilingualism and cognitive development.

Theoretical Issues

Of fundamental importance in conceptualizing this area of research

are the theoretical tensions concerning the development of language and

thought. The claim that bilingualism would have any effect on cognitive

ability, be it positive or negative, is based on the assumption that

language is a central part of cognitive activity. However, the influen-

tial developmental theory of Jean Piaget, for example places a minimal

role on language in cognitive de7elopment, and therefore Piaget s theore-

tical approach would maintain that bilingualism should have no effect on

cognition. On the other hand theorists such as Lev S. Vygotsky emphasize

the importance of language in guiding thought processes so according to

this theory bilingualism can affect cognitive processes.

5



Another related theoretical tension is the question of whether or not

the mind should be thought of as a "limited capacity container." The

claim that bilingualism can cause a cognitive slowdown is based on the

assumption that there is only so muoh information that can be processed by

the child at any given time, and therefore attempting to learn two

languages would, so to speak, blow same cognitive fuses. Theoretical

issues such as these continue to be debated in the behavioral sciences,

and their outcomes have influenced, and will continue to influence, the

research on bilingualism and cognitive ability.

Higtmtaal_DAshatagnft

In addition to theoretical concerns, there have been societal

conoerns influencing research on bilingualism that need to be briefly

mentioned. Indeed the literature on the negative consequences of

bdlingualism on mental development can actually be traced back to social

concerns at the turn of this century about the quality of immigrants who

happened to be bilingual. The debate in those days concerned not so much

issues of mental development and psychology, but rather social issues

concerning the new wave of immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe

that had begun in the late 19th century. Social scientists and educators

reflected the concern of the public that these new immigrants were nat

adapting well into mainstream American society. As evidence they pointed

to the fact that the new immigrants were performing poorly on IQ tests,

and that their children were doing poorly in the schools, again as

reflected in standardized testing.

Two opposing camps of psychologists attempted explanations of the

cause of this adjustment failure. They are essentially the same two camps



who are still debating the determinants of IQ, even though the tests

themselves have dhanged considerably since those early days. The heredi-

tarians believed that IQ is determined primarily through heredity, and

therefore could not be modified by experience. The environmentalists, on

the other hand, believed that IQ could be developed through experience.

factor that came to play a central role in this debate was bilingualism

where a bilingual individual is not necessarily one proficient in two

languages, but rather one who comes from a language background other than

English and is proficient in Englidh to varying degrees.

The hereditarians argued that bilingualism was not a factor in the

low IQ scores. The environmentalists, in contrast, argued for the

position that the bilingual experience delayed the mental development of

Children. This was consistent with the then-prevalent views of develop-

ment that stressed the role of experience in learning in children.

Ironically, neither camp was willing to admit that perhaps IQ tests

administered in English simply were nut a good measure of intelligence for

people who were not comfortable in Englidh. A legacy of this early

research is the view that bilinguElism causes cognitive retardation.

Research with ',Real,' Bilinguals

More recent studies of bilinguals a tradition begun by Elizabeth

Peal and Wallace Lambert at McGill University in Montreal, Canada, have

tended to look at what would be considered ureal" bilingualism in dhild-

ren. These studies select for study only children who are roughly equal

in their abilities in two larguages. In these studies, a variety of

mental performances are measUred often of the same types of abilities as

those measured in IQ tests. The results of these studies indicate that



when these children are compared with a group of monolingual children

(with equivalent socioeconomic backgrowls), the bilingual children

perform better. These results have been replicated in over 30 studies in

different cultural settings,.

Among the abilities in which bilingual children seem to be superior,

of particular interest to the educator is a skill that has been called

metalinguistic ability. This mouthful of a term refers to the ability to

think flexibly and abstractly about language (in adults, this can be seen,

for example, in poetry where language must be carefully controlled and

chosen to fit the governing "rulesft). In children, this can be seen in

the ability to make judgments about the grammar of sentences and to

appreciate plays on words in jokes. The theory is that while all child-

ren, both monolingual and bilingual, develop metalinguistic ability, the

bilingual experience attunes the child to better control their mental

processes. In the research literature with monolingual children,

netalinguistic ability has been linked with the development of early

reading skills. By extension it follows that bilingual children should,

all other things being equal have an edge in learning the basics of

reading.

Research with Students in Bilingual Education _Programs

even language minority students in

.pilingual-.educationyrograMswhe-are..inthe_processof learning English'

.canbenefit from,semeOf..the Cognitiveadvantages Of.bilingualist. In one,
- . , . . . . -

.
. . . . , .

. .
.

.

siudy-cOnductedf-with-,Puerto-Ricanelementary:sehool'atudents,iniNeuHaven,..,,.

the studentswh64DeCame more:bilingual. alsOShOwed superior metalinguistic

ability,in their nativeHlangUage as-well as in-:nonverbal intelligence...



This.relationship wes found even though the Students were in the:bilingual

education program, and therefore had not yet attained a very high degree

:of bilingualism.

Educational IM lications

These studies should allay the common fear that bilingualism per se

might cause cognitive confusion on the part of the:dhild. If anything,

:bilingualism can lead to higher levels of metalinguistic awareness and

cognitive ability. Currently, researchers are working on the question of

specifying the exact ways in whidh the bilingual experience can lead to

cognitive gains. In general, they point to the benefits of the learning

and Maintenance of two langUages by dhildren of all language backgrounds.

In the case of dhildren from homes:where a hon-rEnglish language is spoken,

thiS ri take the form of programmatic and/or individualefforts to

Areint4ift the nativelanguage while the dhildren acquire English. In the

case Of native Englidh-speeking dhildren, this would translate into an

aggrets:Lve'-program of foreign language inStruction. In both cases, the

result would be e better apprediation of language enhanced cognitive

ability, and all of thp cultural and economic benefits to be derived from

true bilingualism.

Additional Readings

Diaz, R. M. (1903). :Thought an&twol.anguages: The impect of bilingualism

Oncognitive development. Review-of Researdh in'Education, 10, 23-

(1986). Mirror of language: The debate on bilingualism. New



HtLaughlin, B. (1984-5). Second lanquame acquisition in childhood. 2

Vols. Hillsdale N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
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